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Imagine the entire surface of your skin (I'm talking all of it), erupting into a red, hot, oozy, flaky
mess. Each day is a mess of strange ooze, flakes everywhere, and unbearable itching. Now
imagine this going on for years. 

Unfortunately, this is the reality for thousands of people suffering through topical steroid
withdrawal. TSW is a severe, inflammatory skin condition with distinct patterns and cycles. It can
take anywhere from 1-5 years for this condition to burn itself out, for our skin to detox from the
steroids, and our body to rebalance itself.

Topical Steroid Withdrawal

Topical steroids 
Topical steroids are the single most prescribed pharmaceutical for skin conditions of any kind.
According to much of the current medical literature, they are generally considered to be safe
with minimal side effects.

loss of skin elasticity and integrity
increased local infection
depigmentation
delayed wound healing

Local side effects can  include:
Suppression of the HPA axis.
Iatrogenic Cushing's syndrome
Growth retardation in infants and children
Avascular necrosis of femoral head.

Systemic side effects are rare, but can include:

Recommendations suggest using topical steroids no longer than 3 months at a time, and no
longer than 5 weeks for high potency steroids. Unfortunately, this often goes unchecked and

patients often end up using topical steroids much longer.
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There is a growing awareness of the possibility that in some people, a long-term consequence of
topical steroid use can be a physical dependence or addiction.

“Topical Steroid Addiction” describes a situation where the skin has lost its own ability to
regulate inflammation. Over time, more and more creams will be needed to calm the skin, and if
we try to stop, things often rebound and get way worse. Eventually, the steroids might stop
working altogether, leading to a massive inflammatory rebound reaction.

TSW doesn’t affect everyone, and we aren’t sure why some people develop it. 
Things that may affect development of TSW include:

overburdened  detox
pathways.

increased tolerance to a given substance
physiological symptoms upon withdrawal.

For something to be classified as an addiction, two criteria must be met:

1.
2.

Why me?

A physical addiction

diet

genetics

chronic stressimmune system
dysfunction

exacerbations of existing
conditions

changes in environment

TSW is an overburdening of your immune system, leading to inflammation and
inability to cope. Genetics and lifestyle both play a role in the development and

treatment of TSW
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Skin flushing: bright red, resembling a sunburn 
Visible and measurable flaking of skin – appears to be
‘snowing’ 
Oozing exudate 
Skin cycling between oozing, swelling, burning, and
flaking. (Cycles: may be months, weeks, days, hours.)  
Red sleeves: (arms/legs become red and inflamed,
sparing palms/soles) 
Thermoregulation altered (feeling too cold or too hot) 
Hypersensitivity of the skin
Nerve pain, sometimes described as “sparklers” or
“zingers” 
Enlarged lymph nodes 
Edema 
Eye dryness and irritation 
Skin atrophy (“elephant wrinkles“) 
Hair loss: (head and/or body) 
Insomnia and altered body clock 
Appetite changes 
Fatigue 
Emotional fluctuations, depression, anxiety 

Signs and Symptoms

The clinical question is, how do we know this is a separate condition and not a worsening of the
existing dermatitis, as TSW can present similarly to a severe dermatitis. There are similar but
very distinct differentiators.

Once steroids have been completely removed, a cluster of very specific symptoms emerge,
some of which are not directly related to the skin.

Unfortunately, mental health struggles are also a very real consequence of TSW. The relative
novelty of the condition means that it is not yet well known or accepted amongst the medical
community, patients may end up feeling unvalidated, confused, and desperate for any indication
of what might be happening to them. This, combined with fear, decreased self esteem,
pain/discomfort, loss of sleep, and decreased ability to manage activities of daily living leadsto a
substantial decrease in quality of life quite rapidly. Depression, addiction, anxiety, and suicide are
not unheard of in this condition – mental health support will be vital to the patient going through
this process. 

Not just a physical problem
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Symptoms of TSW often start while the person is still using topical steroids, and

worsen when they are taken away, even just temporarily. The rough timeline of the

process may look like this.

The steroid creams become less effective.
The skin seems to be getting worse and
the original rash may start spreading,
requiring more and more creams.
Eventually, they stop working or the
person decides to stop.

When topicals are stopped, symptoms
often explode rapidly. This reaction may
intensify over a period of weeks-months.

The reaction often cycles between
hot/oozy – dry/flaky. These cycles may last
months or weeks, and eventually shorten
and cycle more rapidly

The rash may eventually become more
diffuse and less severe.

Skin at this point may be dry and
atrophied, known as “elephant skin”

Eventually, the skin WILL return to
normal. The original “eczema” may or
may not remain.
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FOUNDATION.

“When the roots are deep, there is no reason to
fear the wind” – African proverb 

Treatment

Currently, there is no “treatment” for TSW. The body must be recalibrated and supported. I
focus on a four pillars approach to rebalancing and supporting the body through TSW.

Food & water
Sleep
Connection to nature
Stress
Movement

GUT HEALTH.

  Behind the lining of your intestines resides a large part of your immune system,
also known as gut associated lymphoid tissue (GALT). GALT is exposed to toxins
and undigested food particles when the lining of your intestines is damaged,
causing a low grade immune system reaction in the gut. This triggers
inflammation, which can overburden the liver, leading to a higher toxic state in the
body.   Chronic inflammation is a leading cause of skin issues such as eczema and
psoriasis.   

DETOX.

The body is well designed to deal with toxic insults, but the sheer volume of our
exposure now, combined with poor diet and lifestyle can lead to an overburdened
body and under functioning detoxification processes. This can allow toxins to
accumulate in our tissues. One person may be able to tolerate more toxic load than
another, but eventually the body will lose equilibrium, resulting in various disease
processes.  

REBALANCE.

Allergic tendencies and issues like TSW & eczema often stem from an imbalanced
immune system and chronic inflammation.  Rebalancing the body and immune
system is a long term goal to set the stage for healthy aging and long term health. 
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TSW occurs when the skin becomes physiologically dependant on topical steroid creams.
Signs and symptoms are a massive, inflammatory rebound reaction of the skin, which can
also include non-dermatological symptomsThe process lasts anywhere from months to years
It is unknown what causes TSW. Probably theories include               -

The body’s inability to regulate its inflammatory response due to chronic dampening via
steroids (NO release)               
Overwhelming of the body’s detox systems

Treatment will include an individualized approach, but common goals will include:           
Decreasing inflammation in the skin and body
Addressing symptoms and supporting the process of TSW
Addressing secondary issues, such as infection risk and mental health support            
Supporting the body’s natural detox systems.
Rebalancing the immune system and inflammatory response.

Naturopathic therapies

Each person is unique, and each person going through topical steroid withdrawal will have
different requirements and imbalances. A number of treatment options are available and
may work in different combinations for different people.  These will likely need to be
adapted and customized for each person and changed throughout the process according
to cycles and symptoms

Diet and nutrition therapies
Herbal medicine
Acupuncture and Chinese medicine
Supplements, and orthomolecular medicine
UNDAs and biotherapeutic drainage
Light and phototherapy
Hydrotherapy
IV therapy
Pharmaceuticals (if required)
Moisturizer withdrawal

Overview
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Sources
Nothing in this document is medical advice or should be taken as such. Always consult

with  your regulated health care professional before trying any therapy, herb,
supplement, or anything you read on the internet. If you have any skin condition, seek
care from a healthcare professional in your jurisdiction. If you are taking oral or using

topical steroids do not discontinue without talking to your doctor. 
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